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WALKER BOOKS

The Walker Books Group is a vibrant international group which includes Walker Books Australia and 
New Zealand, Sydney (WBA); Walker Books UK, London (WB); and Candlewick Press, Somerville, 
Massachusetts (CWP). Renowned for its truly original publishing and outstanding quality, the Walker 
Books Group is home to books for readers of all ages. 

Matt Phelan  9780763672331

The scene: New York City, 1928. The dazzling lights cast 

shadows that grow ever darker as the glitzy prosperity 

of the Roaring Twenties screeches to a halt. In a moody, 

cinematic new telling of a beloved fairy tale, 

extraordinary graphic novelist Matt Phelan captures the 

essence of classic film noir on the page – and draws a 

striking distinction between good and evil.

WALKER BOOKS

SEPTEMBER 2016

CWP 10+ HB
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A digital version of this catalogue and a  

full list of titles with pricing are available at

classroom.walkerbooks.com.au/graphicnovels
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THE ADVENTURES OF NELLY NOLAN 
Stephen Axelsen 9781921977916

Christmastown, Victoria, 1860. When Nelly and her pa finally strike gold, bushrangers are ready to 

pounce. Can the Nelly Gang – Nelly, Jin, the son of a Chinese miner and Miro, an Indigenous Australian 

– rescue Paddy and the gold from a group of bandits?  

THE BLOODHOUND BOYS
Andrew Cranna Book 1:  9781922179302       Book 2: 9781922179326

A silly and scary graphic novel series from the underworld with monsters, blood and a bit with a dinosaur.  

Read it if you dare!

Macbeth 

Gareth Hinds 9780763678029 

Gareth Hind’s adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays and other classics introduce these 
stories to a new audience with atmospheric and moody art, awash with tension, action, 
and drama.

Set against the moody backdrop of eleventh-century Scotland, Gareth Hinds’s captivating, richly illustrated 

interpretation takes readers into the claustrophobic mind of a man driven mad by ambition. An evil seed 

takes root in the mind of Macbeth when three witches tell him he will one day be king. He resolves to take 

the throne by the most direct path: a dagger in the heart of King Duncan. But “blood will have blood,” and 

when others grow suspicious of his sudden rise to power, is Macbeth prepared to commit more murders to 

keep the crown? 

MORE GRAPHIC NOVELS BY GARETH HINDS:

9780763668075 ROMEO AND JULIET
9780763630256 THE MERCHANT OF VENICE 
9780763642686 THE ODYSSEY
9780763630232 BEOWULF

THE LITTLE PRINCE
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry/Joann Sfar 9781406331981 

A stunning and bold graphic adaptation from Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s exceptional, iconic and classic 

children’s book Le Petit Prince. 

WB 7+ PB

WBA 7+ PB

WBA 8+ PB

CWP 12+ PB

It will have 
blood, they 
say; blood 
will have 
blood.

I will tomorrow to the Weïrd 
Sisters. More shall they speak — 
for now I am bent to know, by the 
worst means, the worst.

I am in blood stepped in 
so far that, should I wade 
no more, returning were 
as tedious as go on.
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I’m going  
to catch Captain 
Sunbeam and get 

that money!

Oh, yes. 
You and whose 

army?

Just me and 
Queen Victoria 

here.

Naa!

What is it, 
Queenie?

Naa!

Oh. 
We’re 
late?

Bye! 
Good luck 

digging.

Good 
luck to you 

too.

Why are 
we always 

late?

AT MISS 
PINCHNOSE’S 
SCHOOL FOR 
THE YOUNG

Three times 
nine. Eight 

times eleven.

Smith! Get 
your finger out 
of your nose!

Sit, 
Queenie. 

Stay.

You are tardy, 
Miss Nolan, again.

I will 
see you 
later.

Three times thirteen.

Right. 
Must 
focus. 
Three 
ti …

Hello, fly. 
Will you be my 

friend? No?

Eight times eighteen.

So hot, so 
sleepy.

Just rest my 
eyes for …

MISS 
NOLAN!

Yes, sir – 
miss!

Come here, now!

That’s my 
pa!

Follow her, 
Steerpike!

Wake up, 
Queenie. 
Let’s go.
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MARCIA WILLIAMS
With her distinctive cartoon-strip style, lively text and brilliant wit, Marcia Williams brings to 

life some of the world’s all-time favourite stories and some colourful historical characters. Her 

hilarious retellings and clever observations will have children laughing out loud and coming 

back for more! 

9781406311372  THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD
9781406323351 BRAVO, MR. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE! 
9781406305623  CHAUCER’S CANTERBURY TALES
9781406303476 GREEK MYTHS 
9781406303483 ILIAD AND THE ODYSSEY 
9781406318661  KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND
9781406360868 LES MISÉRABLES 
9781406353167 LES MISÉRABLES (HB)
9781406331998 MY SECRET WAR DIARY, BY FLOSSIE ALBRIGHT
9781406305630 OLIVER TWIST AND OTHER GREAT DICKENS STORIES
9781406354553 THE ROMANS
9781406370836 THE STONE AGE (HB)
9781406338324  ANCIENT EGYPT: TALES OF GOD AND PHAROAHS
9781406301717  THREE CHEERS FOR INVENTORS!
9781406359459 THE TUDORS (HB)

JANE, THE FOX & ME
Fanny Britt/Isabelle Arsenault 9781406353044

An emotionally truthful and visually stunning story about the trials girls face growing up; losing and finding 

friends, struggling with body image and feeling alone in the world.

BABA YAGA'S ASSISTANT
Marika McCoola/Emily Carroll 9780763669614

Most children think twice before braving a haunted wood filled with terrifying beasties to match wits with a 

witch, but not Masha. Her beloved grandma taught her many things: that stories are useful, that magic is fickle 

and that nothing is too difficult or too dirty to clean.

WB 10+ PB
CWP 10+ HB

WB 12+ HB

HONOR GIRL
Maggie Thrash 9780763673826 

An all-girl camp. First love. First heartbreak. At once romantic and devastating, brutally honest and full of humor, 

this graphic-novel memoir is a debut of the rarest sort.

CWP 14+ HB

Homo sapiens are living in eastern and southern Africa.100,000 
BC

We’re not as strong 
as Neanderthals.

We Homo sapiens are 
hunter-gatherers too.

And we’re longer 
lasting!

But we’re 
faster.

Then the world grew colder. The land froze and 
both people and animals struggled to survive.

Anyone for iced boar 
on the rocks?

Wild beasts prowled about trying to steal the clan’s 
food – or even eat clan members!

With each passing moon, food 
grew scarcer for everyone.

Clan Woolly saw fewer and 
fewer Neanderthals …

… and more and more bones of 
starved Neanderthals.

One icy day, the Woollies trapped and speared a sabre-toothed tiger. It was very skinny, but they didn’t mind 
–  the meat would still provide a welcome meal after days of hunger and unsuccessful hunting.

He's a bit thin. Fanged if I care! Gobble up or the Neanderthals  
will steal him. 

They're lousy hunters, 
but they're strong!

A whole clan, dead!

 Doof!

They just don't have our 
hunting skills.

That's one 
berry each.

There goes breakfast, 
lunch and supper. Hyraxes 

and Homo 
sapiens 

survive by 
living in 
groups.

Meet my 
group.

Hyraxes  
are  

herbivores 
(plant eaters). 
Homo sapiens 
will eat any 
Stone Age 

thing!

Ug!

I'd rather it ate 
the bird than us.

homo sapiens had 
better language 
skills than 
neanderthals. 
each clan would 
probably have 
developed their  
own language.

We make 
better tools.

PALEOLITHIC period
120,000 – 10,000 BC

Slamina tnuh ew.

120,000  
BC

Daed ruo yrub ew.Tae ot seirreb rehtag ew.

Neanderthal people are living in Europe and Asia.

OLD 
STONE 
AGE

neanderthals had 
big brains, but they 
probably used more 
brainpower than 
homo sapiens  
to control their 
larger bodies, 
so they had less 
brainpower for 
language.

The Neanderthals were descended from apes too, and like us, they lived in small groups, or clans. Their bodies 
were slow and stocky, they lived mostly in caves, and they were as strong as cave bears! They spoke a strange 
language that we Homo sapiens didn’t understand.

Did you know that we weren’t the first people to walk 
the earth? The earliest people evolved from apes and 

started walking upright. Then another people, Homo erectus, 
discovered how to make stone tools, and the Stone Age began 
– luckily for us! Otherwise, without spears and knives, we 
would probably have starved to death or been wiped out by  
other animals with bigger teeth and stronger muscles.  
Homo erectus evolved into Homo sapiens – modern humans!  
We became king of the beasts … but once, long ago, we 
shared the planet with another kind of people: Neanderthals.

Shh, Shrimp, 
listen to my story!

Can you understand 
what they say?

No, but they're 
strong!

Our clan, Clan Woolly, lived in harmony with the Neanderthals. There was food enough for everyone back then.

The Last 
Neanderthal

Look! A Neander-thingy 
is taking our food!

You must share.

Yaw on!

Homo 
sapiens 

love 
telling 
stories.

I’m  
Rocky 

the rock 
hyrax by 
the way!

I’ll be 
keeping out 

of sight  
or they’ll 
eat me.

Worram enob evol ew!

Oob!

Boo!

Srehtaef etah I.
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FRANCES LINCOLN

ALEX RIDER
Anthony Horowitz/Antony Johnson/Kanako/Yuzuru

Forcibly recruited into MI6 after the mysterious death of his guardian, fourteen-year-old Alex is sent 

to infiltrate the organisation of a sinister billionaire. Within days he’s gone from schoolboy to 

superspy. Atmospheric, thrilling and action-packed graphic adaptations from the no. 1 bestselling 

and award-winning author.

9781406366327 STORMBREAKER: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
9781406366334 POINT BLANC: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
9781406366341 SKELETON KEY: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
9781406366358 EAGLE STRIKE: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
9781406341881 SCORPIA: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL

THE POWER OF FIVE
Anthony Horowitz/Tony Lee/Lee O’Connor/Dom Reardon

Sent to Yorkshire on a rehabilitation programme, Matt finds himself in the midst of a conspiracy of 

witchcraft and murder. The Old Ones – monstrous godlike beings once banished from our world – are 

trying to return. Matt is about to discover that he alone stands between the forces of evil and the 

annihilation of humanity.

9781406344981 RAVEN'S GATE: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
9781406311303 EVIL STAR: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
9781406316612 NIGHTRISE: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL

Sarah Garland 9781847806512 

A powerful and universal story that brings to life an all 

too common experience worldwide. Azzi and her 

parents are in danger. They have to leave their home 

and escape to another country on a frightening journey 

by car and boat. In the new country they must learn to 

speak a new language, find a new home and Azzi must 

start at a new school. With a kind helper at the school, 

Azzi begins to learn English and understand that she is 

not the only one who has had to flee her home.

Frances Lincoln Publishers was founded in 1977 and published its first books two years later, and 
has been creating illustrated books of the highest quality ever since. 

FRANCES LINCOLN
WB 9+ PB

7+ PB

WB 12+ PB
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OTTER-BARRY

Helen Bate  9781910959572

Based on real experience, this vivid graphic novel takes 

the reader right into the life of a family forced to live in 

secret when their city is occupied by enemy forces. 

Narrated by six-year old Peter, it conveys the fears, 

uncertainties and bewilderment of a child who never 

thought he or his parents were in any way different 

from anyone else and abruptly find themselves 

ostracised, forced out of their home, and at the mercy 

of armed soldiers. Based on a true story of a young 

Jewish Hungarian boy during World War II.

An exciting children’s imprint aiming to make a difference, push boundaries and publish books that 
children will love, and which will be welcomed by booksellers, libraries and schools worldwide.

OTTER-BARRY BOOKS

Na Liu/Andrés Vera Martínez  9780761381150

The world is changing for two girls in China in the 

1970s. Da Qin, Big Piano, and her younger sister, Xiao 

Qin, Little Piano, live in the city of Wuhan with their 

parents. For decades, China’s government had kept the 

country separated from the rest of the world. When 

their country’s leader, Chairman Mao, dies, new 

opportunities emerge. The girls soon learn that their 

childhood will be much different than their parents’.

Graphic Universe™ publishes both fiction and nonfiction graphic novels for all ages, from beginning 
readers through young adults. Graphic Universe™ is an imprint of Lerner Publishing Group, which 
also includes Carolrhoda Books and Carolrhoda LAB™. 

The cartoonists and writers of Graphic Universe™ are explorers, chasing down the many possibilities 
the comic form has to offer. And as more and more graphic novels make their way into school 
libraries, backpacks, and family bookshelves, Graphic Universe™ gives readers the chance to be 
explorers too.

GRAPHIC UNIVERSE™

SEPTEMBER 2016

10+ PB

7+ PB
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Various

Are you ready for Tricky Journeys™? You’ll find 

yourself right smack in the middle of tricks, jokes, 

thrills, and fun in these action-packed books. Each 

page tells what happens to the trickster and their 

friends. You get to decide what happens next.

Various

Twisted Journeys® is the action-packed, full-colour, graphic novel 

series where YOU control the story! Every few pages the reader 

selects from several options that determine where the storyline 

will go next. There are wide-ranging adventures in the series, 

and each book has dozens of combinations to explore. Which 

twists and turns will YOUR journey take?

Various

This series brings to life some of the most enduring myths 

and legends from a variety of cultures. Action-packed and 

richly illustrated, the age-old stories will engage readers in 

a new way.

SEE THE COMPLETE LIST AT 

CLASSROOM.WALKERBOOKS.COM.AU/GRAPHICNOVELS

6 BKS 7+ PB

22 BKS 9+ PB

25 BKS 9+ PB

38

If the creature has made it outside, you might 

never find it. But if it’s still in the school,  

you have to find it before it wakes up the 

teachers. It could be anywhere! 

Will you . . .
. . . search the library? 

Turn to page 30.

. . . search outside? 

Turn to page 16.

38

92631_T.indd   38 11/3/09   12:09 PM
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A BAG OF MARBLES
Joseph Joffo/Kris/Vincent Bailly 9781467715164 

With the German occupation threatening their family’s safety, Maurice and Joseph’s 

parents decide the boys must disguise themselves and flee to the free zone. This true story 

offers a harrowing but inspiring glimpse of a childhood cut short.

LILY RENÉE, ESCAPE ARTIST
Trina Robbins/Mo Oh/Anne Timmons 9780761381143

In 1938, Lily Renée Wilheim is a 14-year-old Jewish girl living in Vienna. Then the Nazis 

march into Austria, and Lily's life is shattered overnight. Follow the story of a brave girl 

who becomes an artist of heroes and a true pioneer in comic books.

THE GIRL WHO OWNED A CITY
O. T. Nelson/Dan Jolley/Joëlle Jones/Jenn Manley Lee 9780761356349

A deadly virus killed every adult on Earth, leaving only the kids behind. In a world like this, 

does Lisa have the strength to take charge of a whole city?

THE BRAMBLE
Lee Nordling/Bruce Zick  9780761358565 

Cameron desperately wants to play tag with the older boys, but he just can't quite make 

the touch and everybody laughs at him. When an errant lunge sends him tumbling into a 

bramble, he soon finds himself in another world.

DISCOVER MORE GREAT SERIES

CAROLRHODA 
BOOKS

TERRORIST
Henrik Rehr 9781467772846 

On June 28, 1914, a young man stood on a street corner in Sarajevo, aimed a pistol 

into a stalled car carrying Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, and pulled the trigger. 

Within a few minutes, the archduke was dead, and Europe would not know peace again 

for five years

1. MR BADGER AND MRS FOX  
Brigitte Luciani/Eve Tharlet  

2. THREE-STORY BOOKS  
Lee Nordling/Meritxell Bosch 

3. TIB & TUMTUM     
Grimaldi/Bannister 

4. WHERE’S LEOPOLD?  
Michel-Yves Schmitt/Vincent Caut 

 
5. CICI: A FAIRY’S TALE  
Cori Doerrfeld/Tyler Page 

 
6. HOTEL STRANGE 

Katherine Ferrier/Florian Ferrier   

7. TAO, THE LITTLE SAMURAI 
Laurent Richard/Nicolas Ryser 

8. GUINEA PIG, PET SHOP  
PRIVATE EYE 

Colleen AF Venable/Stephanie Yue 

9. ON THE CASE WITH HOLMES  
AND WATSON 

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,/ 
Sophie Rohrbach/JT Morrow 

10. CHICAGOLAND  
DETECTIVE AGENCY  

Trina Robbins/Tyler Page  

11. MORTENSEN’S ESCAPADES  
Lars Jakobsen 

12. MY BOYFRIEND IS A MONSTER 
Various 

SEE THE COMPLETE LIST AT 

CLASSROOM.WALKERBOOKS.COM.AU/GRAPHICNOVELS

10. 11. 12.

7. 8. 9.

4. 5. 6.

1. 2. 3. 5+ HB

12+ PB

12+ PB

12+ PB

10+ PB

5 BKS 5+ PB

3 BKS 5+ PB

2 BKS 7+ PB

2 BKS 7+ PB

2 BKS 7+ PB

3 BKS 7+ PB

5 BKS 7+ PB

6 BKS 7+ PB

14 BKS 9+ PB

6 BKS 9+ PB

4 BKS 11+ PB

8 BKS 12+ PB
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SIMON SCHWARTZ
First Man  9781467781060 

More than a biography, this book is an artistic homage to Arctic adventurer Matthew 

Henson's accomplishments and the complicated realities of being a trailblazer in a society 

that didn't recognise black men as equals.

The Other Side of the Wall 9781467760287

Simon Schwartz tells the true story of his parents’ coming of age in East Germany, their 

rejection of the communist way of life, and the challenges of leaving that world behind.

WILLIAM AND THE LOST SPIRIT 
Gwen de Bonneval/Matthieu Bonhomme 9781467708074

William knows his father is dead. Everyone knows it . . . everyone except William's sister, 

who hears him calling to her. Despite William's warnings, she disappears in the night to 

find their father. To rescue his sister, William must travel through dangerous forests 

swarming with bandits. But human foes are the least of his problems.

ZEINA ABIRACHED
A Game for Swallows 9781575059419

I Remember Beirut 9781467744584

Zeina Abirached grew up in Beirut as fighting between Christians and Muslims divided the 

city streets. With striking black-and-white artwork, Abirached recalls the details of 

ordinary life inside a war zone.

Marguerite Abouet/Mathieu Sapin  9781909263017

Poor Akissi! The neighbourhood cats are trying to steal 

her fish, her little monkey Boubou almost ends up in a 

frying pan and she’s nothing but a pest to her older 

brother Fofana. But Akissi is a true adventurer, full of 

silliness and mischief and nothing will scare her for long!

Flying Eye Books is the children’s imprint of award-winning visual publishing house Nobrow. 
Established in early 2013, Flying Eye Books sought to retain the same attention to detail in design 
and excellence in illustrated content as its parent publisher, but with a focus on the craft of children’s 
storytelling and non-fiction.

At the core of what they do is a simple pledge: whatever the project, whatever the medium, genre, or 
format, Flying Eye Books will take your children’s eyes on a journey of wonder!

FLYING EYE BOOKSWALUK 
Emilio Ruiz/Ana Mirallès 9781467716062

Young Waluk is all alone. But he doesn’t know much about the world – and unfortunately, 

his Arctic world is changing quickly. The ice is melting, and food is hard to find. Luckily, 

Waluk meets a wise old bear who knows many survival tricks.

12+ PB

13+ PB

13+ PB

7+ PB

7+ HB
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NOBROWFLYING EYE BOOKS

Since its inception in 2008, Nobrow Ltd. has sought to make great design, ground-breaking art and 
narrative, luscious production values and environmental consciousness central to its mission. They 
have played with concepts, narratives, genres, formats, printing methods, production processes and 
design in ways that have come to redefine the standards of quality in visual publishing the world over. 
Welcome to Nobrow, enjoy the ride!

NOBROW

Andrew Rae 9781907704789

Meet Joey Moonhead. A normal kid in every way. 

Except one… He has a moon for a head. And a stellar 

mission to create a music machine that rivals all those in 

existence.

MOONHEAD 
AND THE MUS IC MACH INE

Luke Pearson

Meet Hilda. She can never sit still for long without 
setting off on another adventure. Join her in discovering 
a magical new universe!

Hilda is an adventurous young girl who lives in an idyllic mountainous 

wilderness with her mother and deerfox companion, Twig. She has an 

uncanny ability to befriend even the most peculiar of creatures, 

including a talking raven, invisible elves, a troll, a giant and an 

enigmatic wood man, to name a few.

9781909263789 Hilda and the Troll 
9781909263178 Hilda and the Midnight Giant (HB)
9781909263796 Hilda and the Midnight Giant 
9781909263062 Hilda and the Bird Parade (HB)
9781911171027 Hilda and the Bird Parade OCT 16
9781909263185 Hilda and the Black Hound (HB)
9781909263741 Hilda and the Stone Forest (HB)

DEC 2016

10+ PB

16+ PB
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FANTASY SPORTS
Sam Bosma Book 1: 9781907704802       Book 2: 9781910620106

A young explorer and her muscle-bound friend are treasure hunting in a mummy’s 

tomb… To get rich, they’re going to have to beat the mummy in a game of hoops! 

Can they trust their bandaged adversary to play by the rules?

CURVEBALL
Jeremy Sorese 9781910620052

Curveball focuses on the duality of hope and delusion. How ignorance is integral 

to surviving our day to day lives but can be incredibly destructive if allowed to 

blossom into optimism.

EINSTEIN
Corinne Maier/Anne Simon 9781910620014 

Albert Einstein is considered the most influential physicist of the 20th century. 

Einstein explores the life of one of the most controversial and outspoken figures in 

modern history.

LEEROY AND POPO
Louis Roskosch 9781907704321

Join this dilatory duo as they overcome obstacles as serious as sustaining injuries 

from excessive Nintendo Wii Sports use and strive for goals as triumphant as 

trying to win Leeroy the affections of Cecilia, the cute girl who works in the local 

coffee shop.

GEIS: A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH
Alexis Deacon 9781910620038

Book one in gripping action, supernatural and historical fantasy graphic novel trilogy where souls battle in a 

contest to become the ruler of an island.

HOW TO SURVIVE IN THE NORTH
Luke Healy 9781910620069

With stunning narrative skill, this compelling book weaves together true life narratives from 1912, 1926 and a 

fictional narrative set in the present day. It will take you on an unforgettable journey of love and loss. And most 

importantly it shows the strength it takes to survive.

SP4RX
Wren McDonald  9781910620120

SP4RX is the story of mankind clawing for survival, set in a future where a 5 level class system has emerged with 

the elite ruling from the top. An abandoned ground level is used as a garbage dump. No living organisms are 

permitted there. But that doesn’t stop SP4RX, a young hacker who lives off grid, eluding the military force that 

governs the other levels.

AUGUST 2016

AUGUST 2016

OCTOBER 2016

12+ HB

14+ HB

14+ HB

16+ PB

18+ HB

18+ HB

14+ HB
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ART SCHOOLED
Jamie Coe 9781907704826

An observational narrative on the author's own experience at art school. 

FORMING
Jesse Moynihan Volume 1: 9781907704130       Volume 2: 9781907704765

50,000 years of socio-religious postulation are thrown into the blender to create one epic battle.

DOCKWOOD
Jon McNaught 9781907704260

The everyday lives of three locals are woven together against an evocative backdrop of autumnal transitions. 

Life’s small moments can often be the most meaningful of all.

ADVENTURES OF A JAPANESE BUSINESSMAN 
José Domingo 9781907704536

After a typical day at work, an unsuspecting Japanese businessman steps out of his office and into a world 

of bizarre adventure. 

THE SPECTATORS
Victor Hussenot 9781907704758

What if we are merely shadows, our characters defined by a simple inflection of light? The realm of possibilities 

opens up, because in our world we are nothing but spectators. 

NEUROCOMIC
Dr Hana Roš/Dr Matteo Farinella 9781907704703

Do you know what your brain is made of? How does memory function? For that matter, what’s a comic?  And in 

the words of Lewis Carroll’s famous caterpillar: “Who are you?”

A GRAPHIC COSMOGONY
Various 9781907704024

24 artists take on 7 pages each to tell their tales of the creation of everything.
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